The project « REFRAME - Repeating Friendship Among Cultures»
was funded with the support of the European Union under the Programme
"Europe for Citizens"
Applicable to the Strand 2 – Measure 2.1 "Town-Twinning”
Participation: The project involved 285 citizens, notably 100 participants from the city of Daruszentmiklos (Hungary),14
participants from the city of Vaglio Serra (Italy) and 15 participants from the city of Cozmeni (Romania)
Location/Dates:

The

event

took

place

in

Daruszentmiklos

(Hungary),

from

30/09/2014

to

13/10/2014

Short description:
The days of 28-30/09/2014 were dedicated to create the group, create relationships, ease contacts and informal dialogue,
ease comfort feelings.
The days of 01-05/10/2014 were dedicated to Building consciousness of Eu countries, and their main points. Sharing
discussions and analysis on Eu parliament vote, Eu policy trends and ways to struggle Eurosceptic theories;
The days of 06-10/10/2014 were dedicated to create the group, create relationships, ease contacts and informal dialogue,
ease comfort feelings.
The days of 09-12/10/2014 were dedicated to Building consciousness of Eu countries, and their main points. Sharing
discussions and analysis on Eu parliament vote, Eu policy trends and ways to struggle Eurosceptic theories;
The day of 13/10/2014 was dedicated fixing and strengthen relationships and farewell guests.
REFRAME is the follow up of previous meetings of the three towns in summer 2011 and 2013 which led to the official twinning signature
as well as with contacts, experience exchanges and small citizens delegations not supported with EU funds continued to meet every 8-10
months to deep relationships. REFRAME has been deeply demanded by the three nation’s citizens in order to build others bricks in their
bridge of cooperation.
In the frame of this project proposal, citizens would like to deepen the issues related to the latest Eu parliament elections’ results, as
starting point of reflections and considerations regarding democratic life, Eu perceptions and the need of working and strengthen the
European Remembrance of a shared common past.
The meeting will be host by the Hungarian town, which will manage to deal with accommodation and organizational aspects.
The meeting will last 15 days, and will be scheduled both with seminars and lectures open to the population and with cultural trips to
Daruszentmiklòs surroundings (in the afternoon) and to the concrete achievements of Eu structural funds on the territory. The structure
of the project is based on the exchange of different groups that will arrive in Hungary in different days and will stay 7 days each, since it is
quite difficult to organize such number of people moving in September/ October.
Population will come back home enriched with the sense and the consciousness that being European citizen means having opportunities,
rights and suggestions which everyone has the right to know and exploit.
People dealing with these issues for job and study reasons from the three towns will hold lectures: they will prepare lectures in the months
before the meeting.

